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Unfortunately most people do not realize that leather is also the skin of a dead animal that has spent its life in captivity ultimately being exploited and killed. Like fur,
leather is a product whose manufacture is always accompanied by violence against
animals.
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Leather is a „waste product“ of the meat industry isn‘t correct: an animal that is
degraded to „slaughter cattle“ is completely recycled down to its last part of the
body. The consumption and marketing of leather goods therefore means that it is
still pro�table to exploit and kill the animals. The sale of animal skin accounts for up
to ten percent of the total value that is generated by slaughtering an animal.
The wearing and use of leather products also symbolically helps to ensure that
animals are exploited and exploited for humans. However, animals do not exist for
us humans, but have the right to live free from human oppression!
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The fallacy also turns out to be the argument that leather is more environmentally friendly to manufacture and disposal than for example synthetic materials.
In truth, leather production is due to the numerous tanning processes, apart from
the general ecological burden caused by animal husbandry, a great burden on the
environment.
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Do you support the violence against animals by consuming animal products? It‘s
best to choose a vegan lifestyle that no longer allows and supports the exploitation
of animals.
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Leather-free shoes are made from a wide variety of materials, such as Linen, hemp
or cotton, but also made from robust high-tech material or from recycled fabrics are
available. Of course, there are also many models made of synthetic leather on the
market. Some sources of supply for leather-free shoes, some of which can also be
purchased on site in a shop:
– www.avesu.de
– www.rootsofcompassion.org
– www.shoezuu.de
– www.anifree-shoes.de
– www.noah-shop.com/vegane-schuhe/
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In addition, leather-free shoes can of course also be purchased from various
other retailers/chains.
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